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There are many companies that provide the quality Jeep Soft Tops and some of the companies
include Pavement Ends, Bestop, and Rugged Ridge etcâ€¦  many people would be interested in
driving the jeep without the top but the jeep soft tops are of great use in the extreme weather
conditions.

The life time of the jeep soft top is around three to four years but the life time depends on the
maintenance of the jeep soft tops. There are many types of jeep soft tops like bikini soft tops which
is used in summer months and the travelers enjoy the coverage it provides. The next is the safari
top which is slightly bigger than the bikini tops and it is best suited for the summer showers. The sun
lighter top allows the sun to enter partially in to the jeep and they are water resistant too. The wind
jammer or the duster combo helps to avoid the dust entering in to the jeep and brings the cool wind
inside. When you decide to purchase the jeep soft top make sure that it is highly durable and it
comes from the reputed manufacturer made up of high quality materials. You can purchase the jeep
soft top by two ways either from the factory or from the aftermarket.

The jeep soft tops and the hard tops protect your jeep from the harm, dirt and debris. Proper
maintenance of the jeep soft top is important and it must be done on the regular basis like 30- 90
days. The maintenance includes cleaning the fabric, windows and the zippers. You have use the
lubricant oil for the zippers from getting rust. The fabrics are made up of the polyester cloth and they
are treated with the chemical repellants so the protectant must be applied on the fabric to remove
the dirt and the debris. The next step is garaging the jeep. Read the cleaning instructions listed on
the jeep soft top before you start cleaning and avoid using the house hold cleaning items that have
the alcohol content.

When you are purchasing the jeep soft top enquire with the manufacturer that whether the
replacement parts are easily available because in case of any repair you have to change the parts.
Use a soft bristle brush for cleaning otherwise it will cause some cracks in the fabric and the
windows.
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